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New Jump-N-Carry 1100 Peak Amp 12 Volt Jump Starter with Air System 
Model No. JNC550A 
 

Clore Automotive introduces the new 12V Jump Starter with Air Compressor, Model No. JNC550A, from 
Jump-N-Carry. This new portable power unit offers powerful jump starting capability in an ergonomic and 

convenient package. It comes equipped with an integrated air delivery system and delivers 1100 Peak 
Amps and 300 Cranking Amps of starting power. 
 
Inside the JNC550A beats the heart of a Clore PROFORMER battery. Clore PROFORMER batteries are 
specifically designed to provide extreme starting power, extended cranking duration, numerous jumps per 

charge and a long service life. It also is a great power delivery system, able to power 12V accessories via 
its DC power port, as well as small electronics via its USB port.  
 
Plus, with automatic charging from a built-in charger, master ON/OFF switch, long 46” cables, a powerful 
work light and a rubberized base that won’t scratch vehicle surfaces, the JNC550A is as convenient and 

multi-faceted as it is powerful. Its air deliver system features high CFMs to fill most passenger vehicle 
tires quickly and easily, an integrated gauge for confident top offs and a 24" long air hose with simple 
chuck for easy tire connections. 
 
The JNC550A is chock full of features and brings the power that Jump-N-Carry jump starters are known 

for. It will hold its own in a busy auto shop environment, all while being the perfect companion for home 
use as well. A true do-it-all jump starter for everyone’s automotive needs. 
 
Clore Automotive is a leader in the design, development and manufacture of automotive service 
equipment for professionals and consumers, including jump starters, battery chargers, battery testers, 

power inverters and LED lighting solutions. Clore Automotive products can be found in a wide variety  
of outlets servicing professionals and automotive enthusiasts, including auto parts stores, mobile  
tool dealers, industrial MRO distributors, farm and ag outlets and more. More information can  
be found at www.cloreautomotive.com. 
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